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This invention relates to a musical card 
game that 'may vbe ‘termed “musical vsol 
itaire,” the interest‘an‘d central feature .of 
which depends on a-capability of. arranging 
individual musical measures borneby the 
respective cards in a multiplicity of-diifer 
e-nt sequences so that musical-periods of dif 
ferent characters may be ‘produced there 
from at-~wi1l-byselectively arranging differ 
ontseries of cards of the deck in juxtaposi 
tion. 'In carrying outmy invention I pro 
vide a deck of cards which may be generally 
similar: toordi-nary playing cards land of a 

~ number to make-up'aldeck of convenient 
size, _e. g., about sixty cards, and provide 
diiferent musical measures extended inward 
from certain or .all of the. edges of the cards 
with an alinediarrangement whereby select 
ed cards rn'iayvbe arrangedin an over-lap 
ping series to make a continuous musical pe 
riod that may- beset up in ‘different ways at 
will accordingto the arrangement of the 
cards. In carrying out my invention I pref 
erably _ produce measures indifferent times 
vcntending'in from'the respective edges of 
the several cards so» that ’ musical periods 
-written in such-different times may be set 
up at will. 

Since-a musical period usually embraces 
eightmeasures, the cardsare designed so as 

-to- bearranged- in a corresponding overlap; 
ping series, eightlin number, to make up a 
complete period. Such musical period of 
eightmeasures ‘(embodies two phrases of 
four measures each, the first of which is 
called the antecedent and the second the 
consequent phrase. The antecedent phrase 
usually starts the melody on one of the 
notes of the chords of the tonic of the key 
in which it is written, and ends upon the 
fourth measure with a pause or punctuation 
mark or so-called semicadence. The con 
sequent phrase follows, usually beginning 
on the same heat with which the antecedent 
began, and ending with a perfect cadence 
upon an accented beat of the ?nal or eighth 
measure with the tonic note or a note of the 
chord thereof thus acting as a conclusion of 
the tune or melody and with a character of 
finality about it which would be out of place 
in any of the other measures of the melody. 
It will, therefore. be understood that the 
fourth and eighth measures of the period 
must be specially constituted with reference 
to the foregoing requirements, and I there 
fore7 produce a part of the cards, e. g, 

four (#4). 
the cards e. (Y. 

"about twelve of the. sixty with measures 
v‘especially.adaptediforserving as the fourth 
measure of the period and marked with a 
distinguishing character. e. g. the number 

I‘ also produce .a number of 
about eight of the sixtywith 

\HIGHSHI‘QS speciallyadapted for the end of 
the consequent phrase,i.;e., to complete the 
melody and mark theseralso <with ‘a dis— 
vtin-guisliing character e. g. the number, eight 
48). The foregoing and other objects and 
advantages of the invention will. more fully 
appear from the following detailed descrip 
tion takenv in connection with the lac 
companying drawings, and the distinctive 
features of novelty will be-pointed Out in 
the. appended claims. 
‘Referring’ to. the drawings : 
Fig.1 is a plan View showing-a series of 

eight cards embodying “my invention ar 
ranged in an overlapping,sequencetoqpro 
duce a selected musical period. 

Fig. 2. is. a .planoview of one vofthe ‘cards 
especially designed V for o the fourth; measure 
.or end of the antecedent phrase; and 

Fig. is a plan view of one of the cards 
for the ?rst and: intermediate measure, or 
any one except, the fourtlrandeighth. 
:The cardslO, ofwvhich, there areprefer 

ably sixty in number,- though- there'may be 
inoreqoriless, as desired within the contem 

musical 
lnward 

plation of theinvention, hear ‘each 
measures 11, 12,13,14 extending 
fromthe respective edges thereof. vThese 
measures are preferably written in di?qerent 
times, e. g, the measure 11 extending; in 
ward from one edge being illustratively 
shown as in two~four time, the mea 
sure 12 from another edge in three-four 
(3/4) time, the measure 13 from another 
edge in four-four (Ar/4:) time and the mea 
sure 142 from the fourth edge in six-eight 
(6/8) time. Certain of the cards have these 
measures especially arranged to constitute 
the end of the antecedent phrase or fourth 
measure of the period and these mav be 
marked with the character It seen iu'Fig. 
2, while others of the cards which are 
especially designed to constitute the end 
of the consequent phrase and conclusion of 
the period may be marked with the dist-inc 
tive number eight (#8) as seen at the right 
of 1. In practising the game, selected 

cards are laid in over-lapping relation seen in Fig. 1 so as to expose the desired 

melody measure extending in from one edge 
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thereof and concealing the other measure on 
the card by the over-lapping of the next 
card as indicated at 15, and thus exhibiting 
a continuous sequence of alined measures as 
indicated at 16. In thus setting up the 
musical period the melody may be varied at 
will by selecting different sequences of 
cards, care being only taken to insure that 
one of the cards marked “4-” shall be fourth 
in the series, and one of the cards marked 
“8” shall be eighth or last in the series. I 
am aware that the invention may be em 
bodied in other speci?c forms without de 
parting from the spirit or essential at— 
tributes thereof, and I therefore desire the 
present embodiment to be considered in all 
respects as illustrative and not restrictive, 
reference being had to the appended claims 
rather than to the foregoing description to 
indicate the scope of the invention. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent is: 

1. A musical card game, comprising a 
deck of cards each having a musical measure 
extending inward from certain or all of the 
edges thereof and adapted to be placed in 
over-lapping relation to constitute a musical 
sentence or period, certain of said cards be 
ing distinctively marked to denote them for 
the fourth measure of the period, and others 
of said cards being distinctively marked to 
denote them for the eighth measure of the 
period. 

2. A musical card game, comprising a 
deck of cards each bearing musical measures 
extending inward from the edges thereof, 
said cards adapted to be selectively arranged 
in over-lapping relation to constitute a com 
plete musical period or sentence. 

3. A musical card game, comprising a 
deck of, cards each bearing a single musi 

cal measure extending inward from each 
of the respective edges thereof and adapted 
to be placed in juxtaposition so that the 
series of measures constituted by consecu 
tive cards constitute a complete musical 
period or sentence, certain of said cards 
having distinctive markings to denote them 
for the fourth measure of the period, and 
others of said cards having distinctive 
markings to denote them for the eighth 
measure of the period. 

4. A musical card game comprising a deck 
of cards each bearing musical measures ex‘ 
tending inward from edges thereof, ‘said 
cards adapted to be interchangeably ar 
ranged in over-lapping relation to constiv 
tute a complete musical period or sentence, 
certain of said cards having distinctive 
markings to denote them for the fourth 
measure of the period, and others of said 
cards having distinctive markings to de» 
note them for the eighth measure of the 
period. 

5. A musical card game comprising a 
deck of cards each bearing musical measures 
extending inward from the edges thereof, 
said cards adapted to be interchangeably ar 
ranged in over-lapping relation to constitute 
a musical period or sentence, certain of said 
cards having distinctive markings to denote 
a pause in the melodic sentence. 

6. A musical card. game comprising a 
deck of cards each bearing a musical frag. 
ment or melodic particle extending inward 
from the respective edge portions thereof, 
said cards adapted to be interchangeably 
arranged in overlapping relation to con 
stitute a musical period or sentence. 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this speci?cation. ' 

HENRY F. GILBERT. 
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